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Every minute, 24 people are forcibly removed from their homes.1  This is caused by natural 
disasters perpetuated by global warming, violence due to war, and human rights violations 
due to a person’s interest or involvement in a political, social, or religious group. Refugees, 
defined by 1951 United Nations Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 
Protocol, “are persons who flee their country due to “well-founded fear” of persecution 
due to reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group 
or political opinion, and who are outside of their country of nationality or permanent 
residence and due to this fear are unable or unwilling to return to it.” 2 Resettlement comes 
with multiple problems including environmental, health and wellness. 
“Among the most significant problems associated with refugee-affected areas are 
deforestation, soil erosion, and depletion and pollution of water resources.” 3
The deforestation is the direct result of clearing land to help house the refugee and for 
resources. In 1994, an environmental impact assessment of Zimbabwe showed that 58% 
of woodland coverage was lost after the Mozambican refugees had returned back to 
their hometowns. 3 Deforestation is a major issue for any country because it results in a 
destruction of natural habitats and can reduce overall quality of life. 3  In camps where 
tents are erected, deforestation can still happen when refugees need wood to build 
fires for warmth or fuel for cooking. 4 This lack of resources can be dangerous to women 
and children due to them having to travel further and further to obtain resources. 5 
When camps are have improper infrastructure, like most are, contamination of surface 
and ground water can occur and leakage of chemicals, dirty water, or vehicle fuel can 
contaminate local water supply. This isn’t surprising any where a huge migration of people 
are happening a such a short period of time. 
But why do refugee camps have poor infrastructure? Because refugee camps have 
the connotations of being temporary and this shows in the design.  “‘Impermanence 
is designed into the refugees’ most intimate spaces. Their homes are constructed 
with destruction in mind,’ says Marnie Thomson.” 6 When a space is designed like this, 
temporary materials are used, thus exposing the refugees to the harshness of the 
changing weather: hot desert like conditions, rainy, humid environments, or below freezing 
temperatures. We can see it in the sea of white tents, which are meant to only last a few 
months. 6 months according to CSMonitor 7, 9 months as suggested by the architect 
Antonin Yuji Maeno according to Fast Company 8, or 6 - 10 months according to More Than 
Shelters. 9 Even if the camps aren’t housing refugees via tents, the temporary connotation 
still stands, thus infrastructure is still lacking. In one journalist’s account of her volunteer 
experience at Ritsona, a Greek refugee camp, she recalls the absence of running water 
and electricity. Food is given to families based on their size, and extra water and food is 
very rarely handed out. At the camp Calais in Greece, the same journalist found the camp 
infested with rats and the water,  10
Social architecture designer Sama El Sakat sums this up very well. She stated, based 
on their size, and extra water and food is very rarely handed out. At the camp Calais in 
Greece, the same journalist found the camp infested with rats and the water,  10
Social architecture designer Sama El Sakat sums this up very well. She stated, “From an 
architectural perspective, these camps often don’t provide refugees with a comfortable 
or safe living environment.” She continues, “Because the camp is laid out in a temporary 
manner and you end up running into problems, into security problems,” she says. “Other 
problems include dealing with sewage because no proper piping is introduced, no proper 
system of dealing with flooding. The camp fails in protecting its inhabitants from severe 
weather conditions, in winter and summer, because of the insufficient insulation. There 
are issues of sharing bathrooms between a large number of shelters.” This temporary 
connotation mentioned before contrast the actual reality of the lives of refugees. The time
of stay in a camp varies between different regions, countries, and camps throughout the 
world but the estimate is about  10 12 - 26 13 years. Studies have shown that a prolonged 
life confined in these camps, coupled with the poor infrastructure and all of its ill effects, 
can also impact refugee’s mental health. In 2017, 66 refugees attempted suicide and 
28 of ended up killing themselves, which is 3 times greater than the global average. 10 
Because refugee camps are isolated from urban areas, refugees are less integrated in 
the community they are staying in, and with violence and war that they escaped from 
seemingly have no end, it is very unlikely that they are returning to their home anytime 
soon. According to CFR, camps are often established in remote areas to keep refugees 
apart from local populations and discourage permanent settlements. 16 Therefore, they 
are in a chronic state of dependency, thus trapping them in a “situation of protracted 
displacement.” 6 
The failure of these tents and camps, again, can be distilled down to its intent: “refugee 
camps are designed for the short term: to meet an emergency need and then disappear.” 
6  The architect Alejandro Aravena echoed the same sentiment saying, “it’s money that 
melts,” referring to tents. 14 El Saket suggest making this change permanent. 11 Her basic 
recommendation is to integrate the camps in neighboring city so that refugees have better 
access to services and live a more normal life. The United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees has an official policy that states: to pursue alternatives to camps, whenever 
possible, while ensuring that refugees are protected and assisted effectively and are able 
to achieve solutions. 15
But what about the refugees that aren’t in camps? In fact, only about 3 in 10 refugees live 
in camps. 16 This ratio still puts the number of refugees in camps over 6 million at the least 
but the refugees who live around host communities where they have greater autonomy. 16 
This means that refugees that are mixed in with the foreign locals experience their own 
adversities. This includes housing, employment, communication barriers, racism, education, 
issues obtaining legal documents, lack of healthcare access, financial issues, and many 
more. 17 The growing negative tropes and attitudes against refugees are resounding over 
the world and refugees arriving in their host countries are receiving the effects of that. 
The discrimination is also imposed from the top. “Many host states adopt laws and policies 
that block refugees from entering the workforce legally. Yet the realities of modern-day 
civil wars, such as Syria’s or Afghanistan’s, will in many cases preclude refugees’ safe return 
for years or even decades, meaning that the precarious arrangements in which refugees 
now find themselves are likely to become the norm.” 16 
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fig. 1. 
The UN-run Zaatari refugee camp in Jordan, 
2015.
fig. 2.
Women ride on a pickup truck in al-Hol camp 
in northeastern Syria’s Hasakah province on 
March 28, 2019
fig. 3.
The Oncupinar Kilis refugee camp at Kilis, 
Turkey, near the border to Syria 01
THESIS STATEMENT
Therefore, my thesis aims at challenging the architecture of refugee camps 
by designing an alternative and primary displacement option that is more 
environmental, safe, sanitary, and resourceful while maintaining an efficiency 
appropriate enough to provide refugees a temporary home, health and 
wellness while they are in a forced transitional season of their lives. A replicable 
permanent infrastructure and framework that is located near urban or 
suburban environments and provides space to help refugees better integrate 
into their communities. One of the main reasons that refugees stay longer in 
a camp is because they are disconnected from their local communities, like 
mentioned before, and resources, including education, to help them out of that 
situation is scarce. For example, only about 50% of refugees attend primary 
school. 18  This framework will also have spaces that are programmed and 
designed to focus on equipping these refugees will help usher them into their 
new lives faster and in return, space opens up for future refugees. 
In a distant future where displacement can be reduced as much as possible, 
this infrastructure will become a building for the community. Thus, this design 
has to keep in mind the potential change of use of this building. Therefore, this 
thesis proposal will be built and designed in phases to accommodate for the 
increasing (or decreasing) population of crisis. In conclusion, my goal is to design 
a permanent prototype that can be introduced to other regions with high 
displacement numbers to challenge the growing refugee crisis. 
4
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TOP ORIGIN COUNTRIES 3 MAIN COUNTRIES
TOP HOST COUNTRIES
The largest number of 
displacement is happening around 
the Middle East, Central Africa, and 
Myanmar in Asia as depicted in the 
world map diagram. 
In Syria, this is due to their civil war 
which is a conflict that involves 
multiple conflicting groups. 
Primarily, the war is between the 
Syrian government and the rebels.
The War in Afghanistan is an 
ongoing war that was initiated 
in 2001 when the US and allies 
successfully drove out the Taliban 
in order to deny al-Qaeda 
a safe base of operations. The 
ongoing war is against Taliban 
insurgents. This is now the longest 
war in US history.
The South Sudanese War in South 
Sudan is causing the largest 
number of displacement in Africa. 
The two forces in conflict are 
the government forces and the 
opposition, the Sudan People’s 
Liberation Movement. 
In Myanmar, the Rohingya, a 
Muslim minority ethnic group, are 
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refugees are encamped. 
“instead, most refugees now live 
among host communities, where 
they have greater autonomy.”
 up to 80% 
lives in/around urban spaces. Therefore, 
“the majority of refugees do not live 
in camps but instead among local 
populations in cities and border towns.” 
 up to 26 yrs in tents
tents are only meant to be a temporary fix 
but with the protracted culture of refugees, 
“UNHCR’s policy is to pursue alternatives to 
camps whenever possible.”




















The refugee crisis is global and finding or designing a one-size-fits-all 
model will prove difficult. Therefore, my thesis is aiming at designing 
a workable infrastructure that is malleable enough to change to its 
environment or region, but structured and permanent enough to respond 
to the protracted refugee crisis. 
Today, Turkey is the host country that houses the largest numbers of 
refugees, with 3.7 million refugees.1 For developed nations, Germany 
takes the number one spot, housing 1.1 million refugees.2 Unfortunately, 
most refugees are not in developed nations. In fact, 84% of refugees are 
in developing nations.3 This is widely due to the fact these nations are 
neighboring the nations of conflict. Out of the little convenience that 
they have in this season of fleeing, most end up in countries that aren’t 
fit to continue housing them. The influx of a large numbers of refugees 
only burdens a country that is struggling themselves with economic 
growth. In fact, a Turkish Finance Minister remarked that the financial 
cost of Syrian refugees on Turkey has reached $4.5 billion. For Jordan, 
who houses 630, 776 registered refugees, each refugee cost $3,750. This 
means the economic burden of *registered* refugees in Jordan amounts 
to $2.3 billion.4 Jordan only takes in $9.462 billion in revenue. The cost 
of refugees is almost 25% of Jordan’s budget. This is likely the same for 
other countries facing economic hardships. The cost is even higher for 
developed countries like Germany. $13,000 are spent per refugee.5 With 
the population of refugees in Germany, this is a total of $14 billion dollars, 
which is only 0.8% of the their revenue ($1.665 trillion).
In conclusion, to relieve the economic burden of refugees in other 
countries, my primary goal is to target urban areas of countries in the EU 
that are in the average travel path of a refugee while also keeping in mind 
the ease of deplorability in other countries. 
Furthermore, after analyzing the movements and numbers of refugees in 
the EU, it was determined that Germany is the country that is most fitting 
to implement my thesis. Germany has historically accepted the most 
number of refugees, it has the largest refugee population in Europe, and 
the overall support of refugees in Germany is positive.
The next group of studies will be looking specifically at the refugee 
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Currently, through my research, there are about 6 container villages built to house 
refugees. These are meant to be accommodations for refugees through the 
application and asylum process. 
The layout of the majority of these villages are composed of containers laid out 
side by side, creating a grid with interconnected streets. These villages replicate 
the villages that refugee camps around the world: tents/containers lined up next to 
each other without an regards to communal space and integration with the locals. 
Thus, these villages fulfill the needs of the refugees but don’t cultivate relationships.
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SITE LOCATIONS “BELTLINE” MAIN AXIS
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Tempelhof Park was formerly used as an airport base operated by the 
Nazi’s. Today, it is being used as a park to host yearly events. The airport 
itself has also turned into a museum. In the past, one of the terminals was 
used as a refugee emergency shelter to house hundreds of refugees. 
Today, there is a container village just outside of the former airport 
building. Like all the other container villages, the Tempelhof one does not 
integrate the refugees back into the community in any way. Also, because 
of the grid layout it being only one level, the space used is not optimal. 
This organization only allows minimal units while minimizing community 
space. 
Therefore, relocating the village to the upper right hand corner of the site 
(which has about the same size) while designing a layout and organization 







senses the danger early and volun-
tarily moves before danger arises. 
usually well prepared with enough 
resources for a period of time. most 
likely has a destination in mind.
local communities: 
refugeees who find themselves in 
local communities in foreign lands 
can stay in affordable housing, 
governmental housing, relatives, or 
can even be homeless. 
before becoming refugees, 
people may oftentimes 
sense the danger ahead. 
then they decide to stay for 
a multitude of reasons 
related but not limited to 
monetary capacity, 
















































throughout the timeline, 
refugees struggle and deal 
with a variety of elements that 
is needed for surviving physi-
cally, socially, and economically. 
refugee camps:
refugee can stay in 
camps for a protracted 
rate - over 5 years. a 
refugee and their family 
can stay in these camps 































1 PRE-MIGRATION: traditional housing typologies IN-TRANSITION: conditions while in transit
Again, refugees can be in-transition for years that can 
cover a child’s childhood. These conditions can range from 
tent cities or living in impoverished areas surrounding 
urban cities. 
a. house with a Riwaq b. basic house










The UN-run Zaatari refugee camp in 
Jordan, 2015.
fig. 2.
Women ride on a pickup truck in al-Hol 
camp in northeastern Syria’s Hasakah 
province on March 28, 2019
fig. 3.
The Oncupinar Kilis refugee camp at Kilis, 
Turkey, near the border to Syria
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Quinta Monroy is a social housing project by ELEMENTAL. This housing project was built 
for 100 families who have occupied that plot of land illegally for 30 years. 1 Essentially, the 
architect, Alejandro Aravena, designed a simple modular framework of houses that was 
only built halfway. Only the necessary rooms and spaces were built. “Spaces that a family 
individually will never be able to achieve on its own,  no matter how much money, energy 
or time they spend.” 2 He intentionally left open spaces between the framework at every 
other home so that in the future the residence can expand according to their needs. 
A very bottoms-up approach with the only top down approach being the framework. The 
rest of the home, including the expansion, is totally up to the residents design how they 
wish. 
In this case, empowerment is not active but voluntary and of freewill. Aravena gave 
everyone equal opportunity through the built space so that the residence can take it upon 




1 2 3 4
2 31 LOT = 1 HOUSE: suburban layout
2 STACKS SHIFT REPETITION EXPANDABLE SPACE IN VOID
pros: pros: pros: cons: cons: cons:




- residents have a yard - efficient use of land for single residency - most efficient use of land- inefficient use of land
- far away from cities where resources    
  and services are usually offered
- natural lighting limited
- expansion can restrict lighting
- privacy is compromised due to 
  restricted circulation
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the small neighborhood is set in an urban context with little 
land, flanked on both sides by other buildings, and centered 
at four intersections from adjacent streets.  
entrances are shared throughout four locations to curb 
overcrowding.
instead of one communal courtyard, four smaller 
neighborhoods are created, thus invoking a sense of 












1ST FL STRUCTURE + WALLS
2ND FL STRUCTURE
EXPANSION SPACE












ONCUNIPAR REFUGEE CAMP (medium scale)
AL HOL REFUGEE CAMP (large scale)
KARA TEPE REFUGEE CAMP (small scale)












I studied the Quinta Monroy project for the micro element of this thesis proposal because 
it is a prime example of incremental housing which uses a structural framework to allow 
for expansion and growth. Overtime, residents, in their own agency and creative freedom, 
has the ability to transform their space and expand it to their needs. This thesis proposal 
seeks to do the same but with refugees and future residents. This proposal is primarily 
an emergency shelter village for refugees. Overtime, either at full capacity or with the 
changing refugee crisis, this framework allows for modulation and evolution of the units 
within its grid. 
I also studied different refugee camps at different scales to understand where they went 
wrong architecturally and how this village can learn from the planning and experience of 
other refugee camps. It became obvious that all refugee camps are much like the suburbs 
but also lack the positive aspects of the suburbs. “Houses” or tents are uniform and they 
are spread out right next to each other, like a house on a yard in the suburbs. This is an 
inefficient use of land due to the rising and changing tides of the refugee population. Also, 
these refugee camps are lacking space that allows for community growth and support. This 
proposal aims at giving emergency and temporary shelter to the refugee population during 
this transitional phase of their life until they are able to live on their own but while they 
are still dwelling in this new village, community spaces will be available for them in order 
for the refugees to be integrated into the community instead of isolated. Spaces include 
courtyards, a school, and a communal kitchen for intracommunal gathering, but also a 




Fig. 3. Picture Alliance. Getty Images. Feb 09, 2016. The Oncupinar Kilis refugee camp 
at Kilis, Turkey, near the border to Syria [Digital Image]. Retrieved from https://www.
gettyimages.com/detail/news-photo/the-oncupinar-kilis-refugee-camp-at-kilis-turkey-near-
the-news-photo/1039918524
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Fig. 62. Reuters. Women walking through Al Hol Refugee camp. [Digital Image] Retrieved 
from https://aawsat.com/english/home/article/2193051/exclusive-half-40000-iraqis-living-al-
hol-camp-long-return-home
Fig, 63. Germain, Brian F. Kara Tepe Housing Units. Retrieved from https://learninglyceum.
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general camp planning standards by unhcr
SPACE REQUIREMENT PER REFUGEE
STANDARD
COVERED LIVING AREA STANDARD 20 PEOPLE PER LATRINES 50 PEOPLE PER SHOWER
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The back to back layout is the most simple 
and cost efficient. With this layout, there 
isn’t much code restrictions to worry 
about. The problem is that this planning 
layout minimizes the amount of refugees 
that it can support. More land is use for 
less people.
The structure is placed to allow for 10 feet 
between columns on the short side and 15 
feet from column to column on the long 
side. 
With the stacked layout that tops at the 
second floor, land is used for efficiently. 
This layout can accommodate 2xs the 
amount of people compared to the same 
amount of land from a back to back 
concept. The problem with this layout is 
either a hallway has to wrap around the 
outside of the facade for the top floor 
which makes circulation very inefficient, or 
stairs to each unit, which is also inefficient 
in terms of circulation.
This structural grid allows for one unit to 
be big enough to house a single person or 
couple, or two units combined together to 
accommodate a whole family.
When this stacked layout has units shifted 
from the middle to allow for a double 
loaded circulation, land use and circulation 
is made as efficient as possible. Only two 
set of stairs is needed to access the top 
floor instead of multiple, and one hallway is 
used to access all top floor units instead of 
two single loaded hallways.
Because of modulation, walls can be 
brought down from structure to structure 




PHASE 1 AND 2 PHASE 3
MAIN AXIS GROUND FLOOR UNITS CREATING A SQUARE MARKET, COMMUNAL KITCHEN, SCHOOL
units for a family
latrines/bathrooms





fig. 77 fig. 7804
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PHASE 4 OVERALL AXON
PARK CONNECTION UPPER LEVEL UNITS, EXPANDING MARKET
units for a family
market/production for market
storage








PHASE 2: LEVEL ONE
PHASE 3: STAIRS
PHASE 4: UPPER LEVEL 
A gridded and modular structure 
is placed. This structure defines 
the extent of the expansion within 
this set. This structure also provides 
enough space for communal 
latrines and/or showers. 
The ground floor units are placed 
back to back, allowing for the 
circulation and entrance to be 
around the perimeter of the 
infrastructure and saving some 
space from not having a dedicated 
hallway.
Stairs are placed on both ends to 
allow for egress and also save space 
by not having a stair to every unit 
like the Quinta Monroy.
The upper units are pushed to 
the edge of the framework. This 
creates a hallway through the 
center which takes away the need 
to have a stair leading to every unit. 











PHASE 2: LEVEL ONE
The infrastructure is set in place to 
allow at the very beginning. This 
gives an idea of the framework 
of growth. Due to the fact that 
the structure is modular all the 
way through, customization and 
expansion is easily accessible later 
in future during the later phases.
The first level of units are added 
in to start allowing refugees to be 
distributed to this village. From 
here, units will be continually 
added, accommodating for the 
changing refugee numbers in the 
world but also within the village 
itself. 
To assist with sustaining the village 
economically and also integrating 
the village back into the city and 
vice versa, a market is open. This 
allows the refugees to share their 
products and culture by inviting 
the locals to the village but also 
allows the locals to be invested and 
curious of this community.
A communal kitchen and a school 











The last planned stage fully realizes 
the potential of this framework 
with all the units plugged in and 
working at full capacity. Refugees 
are staying for as long as they 
needed with the time shorten and 
minimized due to the social and 
physical infrastructure set in place 
in this village. 
PHASE 4: PROPOSAL CORRIDOR COURTYARD
MARKET










PHASE 5: FUTURE POTENTIAL REDEVELOPMENTS PHASE 5: FUTURE POTENTIAL REDEVELOPMENTS - UNITS
Due to the infrastructure that was 
set in Phase 1, future residents 
are able to expand on their 
dwelling without having to add 
any additional structure. This 
creates a dynamik and unique 
experience as on traverses through 
the residential area of this refugee 
village. 
Units that were once for a family 
can be converted into miniature 
homes that are either studios or 
two bedrooms with one bath. The 
exterior facade on the top floor 
can be extended to accommodate 
more space. This space can be 
a balcony that spans the whole 
facade of that unit or just half. 
The market place has no need to 
expand because the population 
of this village will never exceed a 
maximum number. 
CORRIDOR UPPER FLOOR UNIT EXPANSION













RESIDENTIAL AREA - GROUND FLOOR PLAN
fig. 99
1. School / education center
2. New Homs (family quarter)
3. New Damascus (family quarter)
4. Communal Kitchen 
5. New Aleppo (single and couples quarter)









RESIDENTIAL AREA - UPPER FLOOR PLAN
fig. 100
1. School / education center
2. New Homs (family quarter)
3. New Damascus (family quarter)
4. Communal Kitchen 
5. New Aleppo (single and couples quarter)
6. New Syria (family quarter
04
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SINGLE AND COUPLES QUARTER - ENLARGED FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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SINGLE AND COUPLES QUARTER - ENLARGED UPPER FLOOR PLAN
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FAMILY QUARTER (TYP) - ENLARGED FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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FAMILY QUARTER (TYP) - ENLARGED UPPER FLOOR PLAN

























SECTION THROUGH UNITS (TYP) 
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